DOINGS OF THE WEEK

A Colorado Review of the Telegraphic News

The special edition of the Telegraphic News was published on July 7, 1862, in response to the American Civil War.

LATER NEWS.

The Madrid Senate has definitely declared war by a vote of 249 to 148 against the United States. The vote was taken by a roll call of the entire Senate, and the measure was passed unanimously.

The Madrid Senate has also declared war against the United States, by a vote of 249 to 148. The vote was taken by a roll call of the entire Senate, and the measure was passed unanimously.

DIVISION OF ISLANDS.

The Spanish Senate has Overthrown the Americans of Lisbon.

REVIEW OF THE WEEK.

This week has been marked by a series of events that have shaken the world. The Madrid Senate has declared war against the United States, and the American Civil War has become an international issue.
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A DAY OF BAD FIRES.

The Business Month of New Westminster Destroyed.

The loss of two million dollars in the business month of New Westminster has been reported. The fire started in a warehouse on the fifth of the month, and has destroyed the entire business of the city. The loss is estimated at two million dollars.

The business month of New Westminster has been destroyed by a fire that started in a warehouse on the fifth of the month. The loss is estimated at two million dollars.

METHODS OF ALGERIA.

Governor of the Pacific.

Washington, D.C., Sept. 14.—The present method of conducting the war with the Algerian pirates is to employ armed merchant vessels, and to seize and destroy the vessels of the enemy.
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